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A Harpa in the House

First in a series of articles from a novice nyckelharpa player
by Jon Barker

It has now been two months since my new
acquisition and the harpa is beginning to make its
presence felt. For a start, this instrument is LOUD!
Forget any quiet, late-night practicing because
nyckelharpas demand to be heard. Maybe it’s all the
extra strings. I guess with time I may be able to play
a little more delicately, but for now once the kids go
to bed so does the harpa. As a result of this they all
know I’m learning something new
and it can be hard to find some
space to myself. Despite the limited
practice time I reckon I’ve made
some steady gains. I overcame my
anxiety at tuning it up to the proper
register (I think it was probably just
over an octave slack). It was an
anxious moment cranking the top
string up to A, but nothing broke
and things certainly sounded better
for it.

With a little persuasion
from Rita Leydon I got Peter
Hedlunds Nyckelharpskola on DVD. This was
definitely the right thing to do – there are so many
little things that just can’t be learned from a book.
Rita seemed a little embarrassed at plugging it to me,

but I think if anything she undersold what she and
Peter achieved on this disc. It was immediately
apparent to me that the DVD contained a carefully
programmed course of tunes to learn, each successive
one introducing a further aspect of technique in a
precisely judged and logical order based on years of
practical experience of both teaching and playing
nyckelharpa. So of course I started on tune five

(Båtsman Däck) because I liked it
best. There are advantages in having
a virtual teacher!

Practicing this tune
reminded me of how much
technique I now take for granted
when I’m playing the guitar. At first
I sounded OK (some of those cello
lessons many years ago at school
have stuck maybe), but I was
playing really slow and without the
nice bouncy rhythm and trills and
double-stops that Peter had. As I
tried to put those in the tune went,

then the tone. So instead I tried to play straight but a
bit faster, only the same things happened (and I
almost poked myself in the eye with the bow – are
there many nyckelharpists wearing eye-patches out
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there?) So I had to sigh and slow myself right down
and play straight and it sounded OK again, just a bit
slow and boring. It seems I am going to have to do
this the hard way.

And there’s something else too, that’s a bit
more subtle. There is a quality I don’t really like
about the photos that have been taken of me playing.
I look awkward and posed to myself, whereas with a
guitar I look more relaxed and natural (apart from the
odd case of ‘bizarre musical facial expressions’ – you
know, that thing that all blues musicians seem to
have terminal cases of). I think it’s because this
strange harpa still feels alien to me. It doesn’t quite
fit around my ribs and it makes my arms ache in new
and odd ways. My fingers are having to find whole
new contortions and my brain is trying to learn a
slightly different time interval between applying left
finger pressure and the note changing. It will take
time before I can pretend that all these oddities and
contrivances are perfectly natural, but I do know that
I’ve managed to do this with another instrument so I
have hope. And I’m enjoying myself too.

My nyckelharpa has even found a home
within the house. The children have never used the
playpen because we could never put up with the
screaming (I know it’s supposed to stop after a while,
but we were the ones who cracked first). Now as well
as being a toy store, it’s a perfect refuge for a delicate
instrument from prying fingers! I knew we’d bought
it for something.

I’m making a sort of commitment to myself
that I’ll learn at least one tune a month and practice
(or at least put bow to string) five days out of seven.
It’s a ‘sort of’ commitment because I don’t think I’ll
be able to keep this up for all of the time, but it feels
like a nice goal to aim for. An easier one is to try to

get to Österbybruk next year. Neither myself or Liz,
my wife, need more than half an excuse to go to
Sweden (we’ve gone on less than a quarter of one
before), so maybe we’ll see some of you
there.

 
Jon Barker with nyckelharpa, in the UK

From the Board of the ANA
The current slate of officers of the American Nyckelharpa Association is:

• Sheila Morris (Denver CO) – President – through 2004
• Bill Layher (St Louis, MO) – Vice President – through 2005
• Rita Leydon (Lahaska, PA) – Treasurer– through 2005
• Tim Newcomb (Worcester, VT) – Board Member– through 2004
• Elise Peters (Minneapolis / St. Paul MN) – Board Member – through 2005

We welcome newest member Elise Peters to the Board, and she will introduce herself to the ANA members in a
future issue of Nyckel Notes.

The Board would like to express its appreciation to Tim Newcomb for his years of service in designing this
newsletter. Under his creative eyes, Nyckel Notes was an elegant and stylish production, far more beautiful than we
had a right to expect it to be. Tim has decided to set that task aside, but he is still a member of the ANA Board, and
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he is looking forward to contributing articles on nyckelharpa repair (I understand he’s got a doozy of a story in the
works!). Until a replacement for Tim is found (as if that were even possible!) the newsletter will be put together by
volunteers like me.

We would also like to thank Bart Brashers for his years of service – almost a decade – to this organization. He was
one of the founding forces behind the American Nyckelharpa Association and this publication, and his influence
within the American nyckelharpa community has been immeasurable. Without him, we would not be where we are
today. Bart is retiring from active service with the ANA board, but he will still be active behind the scenes and we
trust we will continue to see him around in all the Usual Places, bow in hand, playing up a storm.

 Bill Layher
for the Board of the ANA

Harping at Jamestown, NY
by Sheila Morris

On the first full weekend of September 2003, there
was a small but active gathering of nyckelharpas in
Jamestown, New York, 75 miles southwest of
Buffalo. The Lutheran Social Services group was
hosting its second annual Scandinavian Folk Festival,
and there were dance groups from Pennsylvania and
Toronto, singing groups, accordian groups, and all
the usual trappings of such events: stalls selling T-
shirts, lefse, books, amber jewelry, and so on.

Three music groups came over from Sweden
– Hoven Droven, who really lit up the place at their
evening concerts; the Kari Sjöstrand Trio from
Hälsingland, who played a sort of folk-influenced
jazz; and Peter 'Puma' Hedlund. In addition to two or
three 1/2-hour concerts every day, Peter was teaching
workshops. Which is why I came all the way from
Denver...!

Thursday evening: landed at Buffalo
Airport, collected Elise Peters (who had flown in
from Minneapolis) and a rental car and drove out to
Jamestown through the lovely rolling countryside of
Western New York. We drove around and checked
out the Festival venues, and then got some dinner.
When we got back to our room at the Red Roof Inn,
we took out our harpas and discovered, to our delight,
that we have very similar ideas about how the tunes
are played. It's much easier that way! You don't have
to argue over styling.

While we were playing, Elizabeth Morrison
arrived from New Hampshire. Three to a room was a
bit cosy, but it meant that each of us only had to pay
for one night. She got out her harpa, too, and we kept
on playing.

Elizabeth felt tired from her long drive, but
Elise and I were still wide-awake, so we went off into
town to try and track down Puma. We've both known
him quite a while, and kind of wanted to get the
greetings and catching-up out of the way before the
workshop. We discovered him and his entourage (his
son Mattias, and Rita) ensconced in a mansion on the
other side of town. Shortly after we got there, Peter
said, “You've got to listen to my new CD--I want to
know what you think!” So we trooped downstairs,
figured out the sound-system with some help from
the mansion's owner, and got first crack at the hot-
off-the-presses “Another Way”. A bunch of back-up
musicians playing a very interesting mix of
instruments give this CD a totally different feel from
either of Puma's previous ones, without losing the
‘Swedishness’ of the music. [note: this CD is
available from our web site. –ed.] We went back to
our motel feeling great!

The next morning, we drove over to the
Festival grounds early, wanting to be in place in time
for the start of the workshop. This turned out to be a
good thing, because we got close-in parking! There
was a bit of confusion about what room we'd be in,
but once that got worked out things went fine.

The morning session was for beginners, but
some of the rest of us had signed up for it, anyway.
You can always pick up a few tips, or be reminded of
something you've forgotten. And you can help them
tune, so it doesn't take up the whole time! There were
three or four people who had literally never held a
harpa before, so Peter started from the beginning.
“Hold it like this. Good, now the bow.....” And then
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the tuning: start with the playing strings, then the
sympathetics, then check the playing strings again.
Then some scales and arpeggios, and a little bit of
‘Friarvisan’.

Then we had a half-hour break for lunch.
There were plenty of food stalls, but the time was a
little short. I went to the one with the whole pig
roasting next to it and had a tasty barbecued pork
sandwich on the local specialty bread, called
Kummelweck. It's like a Kaiser roll with salt and
caraway seeds on top.

Peter “Puma” Hedlund teaching a class

For the afternoon session, the complete
beginners had vanished but there were still about five
or six of us – a good number for a group lesson. It
was supposed to be a technique workshop, so Peter
picked a tune that had a fair amount of technical
difficulty. It's a polska he wrote for Chris Leydon's
50th birthday, but we called it “the exercise”, because
the “Learn a Tune” class didn't start until later. Part B
of the tune was a real workout!

Then there was an hour break, followed by
the “Learn a Tune” class. We actually learned two – a
bondpolska efter Karl Styfberg, and a march,
‘Korntorkar’n’ by August Bohlin. Well...I can't really
say that we LEARNED ‘Korntorkar’n’ – it's quite
convoluted, and didn't make a lot of sense at first.
There was no way to predict which way it was going.
But at least we played through the whole thing, one
section at a time.

Five hours of instruction was enough for one
day. We went for the Meatball Dinner and then
repaired to the Beer and Wine tent, where Peter's first
concert would be. I don't think he actually had time
for dinner!

Maybe it was the venue, but there was a
rowdy group in the front row. Puma took it in stride,
exchanging barbs with them between tunes. Later, he
said “It can be fun with someone who talks back--I
don't have to think so much about what to say!” They
bought him a beer, they bought a CD. After a short
break, Peter played again in the main tent. There was
a LARGE dance floor between the audience and the
stage, so he was pretty far away from the audience.
Most of the dance-groups who attended dance folk-
dance rather than polska, so the three or four couples

that got up to dance (at Puma's request) had plenty of
room.

We went back to our room, practiced a little,
and went to sleep to prepare for the next day. This
was pretty much a repeat of the first, with a new tune
for the beginners (Bä, bä vita lamm) and a little work
on how to play a comp in the key of C. The afternoon
sessions continued the music theory lesson, with how
to judge what chords to play for a given tune--the
chords are based on the first, fourth, and fifth notes of
the scale, so in the key of C you use a C-chord, an F-
chord, and a G-chord, usually in that order. Then we
went back to ‘Kortorkar’n’, which we hadn’t gotten
so well the first day. And it was just as well, because
we had a couple of new people who had only signed
up for one or two sessions. Then we learned ‘Karl
den XII:es vals’, and a simple little waltz called
‘Hem till Dalen’, by Pelle Svensson. We learned it in
seven minutes flat; it was kind of nice to have a sense
of accomplishment after all the ‘notey’
tunes. We finished by reviewing everything.

The evening schedule was pretty much the
same, with us trailing around to all of the Puma's
concerts, but we managed to find a little time to jam,
too. To pretty much the same effect whenever you
take a harpa out in public. “It's called a nyckelharpa.
NY-kel-harp-a. It means ‘key-harp’. It's from

Sweden.” You all
know the drill, I'm
sure.

Sunday, I
managed to snag a
lesson from Puma,
before he went off to
play at the church.
More about this
some other time.
Elise and I went

back to the festival location, found a nice shady spot,
and played for about an hour. Then one last concert
from Peter, and a mad dash back to Buffalo to catch
my plane home. Now for the hard part – practicing all
those tunes!
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‘Korntorkar’n’ can be heard on Peter Hedlund’s CD “Vägen” and on Bosse Lindström’s “Enkom.”
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Spela Bättre!
The Only Way to Improve Your Playing

by Matt Fichtenbaum

Slängpolska, with variations

Slängpolska is a dance form with roots all over the
southern part of Sweden. As a dance, the slängpolska
had died out but has been reconstructed by
researchers in Stockholm and Växjo. But slängpolska
music – often called 16th-note polska – has survived
as an important part of nyckelharpa and fiddle
repertoire. We nyckelharpa players are probably most
familiar with the 16th-note polskas of Byss-Kalle and
the modern compositions, in traditional style, of Eric
Sahlström.

To my ear, slängpolska tunes from “up
north” (Uppland, Västmanland) are fairly straight-up-
and-down in rhythm; those from Småland are
slinkier. But that’s not an absolute rule.

August Bohlin (1877-1949) came from a
musical family that included his father Johan Bohlin
and Johan’s grandfather Per Hellstedt, well-known
names in Uppland music. August began as a fiddler,
but later played nyckelharpa as well. He is credited
with the development of the chromatic nyckelharpa,
around 1925.

Väsen recorded this polska on their third
album, Essence. It is #90 in Svenska Låtar, Uppland,
where it appears with the note “Bohlin learned this
tune from a fiddler Karl Jansson from Dalarna.” In
Svenska Låtar it’s printed in D minor, but Väsen
moved it to G minor for nyckelharpa, where it works
just fine.

Playing the tune
Listen to the tune, if you can, before you try

to play it. Get the Väsen CD; alternatively, I found a
sound clip of this tune at amazon.com.

In the first measure, the slurs between the
melody notes and the D an octave below are gradual,
not sharp, so the sound “fades” from one to the other
rather than changing sharply. Finger the two D notes,
then rock the bow while playing. Play the first two
measures slowly, until the motions seem natural and
the sound is pleasing.

The remaining bowing is unexceptional.
Groups of four sixteenths are played with the first
two slurred, the others separate. Sometimes, the last

sixteenth of the beat before is included in the slur,
and in a couple of places, the last two sixteenths are
slurred so that the phrase ends on an up-bow.

The slängpolska has a very even three-
quarter rhythm. Try to accent the notes on the beat,
very subtly, to convey this rhythm to the listener.

Variations
Got the tune? Good! Here are some

variations, to help you keep the listener’s interest or
express your own style.

• Variation 1 substitutes the G for the low D
in the rocking-bow figure. You can keep this G in
measure 2, or you can use the low C as shown.

• Variation 2 has the lower note follow the
melody an octave below. It’s good fingering practice,
but it sounds “busy” and I’d use it sparingly.

• Variation 3 gets interesting in measure 2,
where it uses E natural as the low note, leading to F#
against the D. The chords are G-minor, C-major, D-
major, and the C-major, nonstandard in the key of G
minor, adds some tension. I find it easiest to finger
C/E with second and third fingers, respectively, and
then just move both fingers up a whole step for D/F#.

• Variation 4, for measure 10 or 12, changes
the second beat’s rhythm to a triplet. One might play
measure 10 “normally,” and measure 12 with this
variation, to pique the listener’s interest.

• Variation 5, also for measure 10 or 12,
changes the G double stop to Eb. The effect is much
more dramatic than one would think. I’d save this
variation for the second time through the “B” part,
and maybe only the last time through the tune.

• Variation 6, for measure 14, achieves great
effect for little effort. Instead of playing the C string
as a double stop, roll your bow across all four strings
for a dramatic flourish. Add the low A at the start of
measure 15 for even more effect. I’d use this only at
the very end of the tune.

These are not, of course, the only possible
variations. Experiment with your own as well. Make
good music, and have fun playing.
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CD REVIEW

VATTEN
Torbjörn Näsbom, nyckelharpa

Sebastien Dubé, bass

Vatten (“Water”) is a CD to get all your classically-
oriented friends interested in the nyckelharpa! I
played it for my co-workers, and the ones who don't
usually care for my selections found this one
intriguing. While there is actually not much classical
music here, the arrangements have a distinctly
classical sound, even including the occasional foray
into atonal modernism. Maybe that's because
Torbjörn and Sebastien met while playing for the
orchestra in Umeå. I don't know the story behind
Sebastien's presence in Umeå (he's from Quebec), but
I'm sure it would be as interesting as the music these
two make together. The bass offers nice support
under the nyckelharpa, with a very full, rich sound.
Torbjörn was fortunate enough to learn fiddle from
Viksta-Lasse, though the past few years he has turned
increasingly to the nyckelharpa. He brings years of
classical training and discipline to the instrument, and
plays with remarkable clarity and precision.

Most of the tunes on this CD are Torbjörn's own
compositions, and are a nice fusion of the folk-
tradition with classical styling. Besides these, there
are a couple of utterly traditional Uppland tunes, a
couple of Quebecois fiddle-tunes (played on bass--
you've really got to hear this to believe it!), and just a
hint of Bach.

– Sheila Morris

Recent Meeting
of the

Chicago Area
Nyckelaget

Back row: Carol Bell, Rob Krapfl, Chris von Wunder
Front row: John Hall, Cynthia McKinley, Paula
Goode

Recent
birthdays were
celebrated with
music and a
nyckelharpa
cake baked by
Carol for Chris
& Cynthia of
Nyckelaget.
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Love At First Touch
by Bronwyn Bird

The chilling echo of music fills the air, bouncing off
the rocks surrounding me. I let my bow glide along
my strings, sending vibrations into the very tips of
my fingers. I stop playing momentarily to gaze
lovingly down at my nyckelharpa. Its long slender
body seems to lie perfectly across my lap as though it
has always been there. It’s hard now to remember a
time when I was without it. Its very essence has filled
my body and I am constantly looking forward to
those precious moments of time spent alone with it.

Sitting out on the rocks, I look out over the
river that runs through Tyler State Park. I am alone.
There is nothing but my nyckelharpa, the wind, and
me—playing tunes through the trees. I let my fingers
run along the edge of the wooden keys as though
touching them will ensure that they are still there, and
that these past several years have not just been a
dream. I can remember so clearly the first time my
fingers touched these wooden keys. I look down into
a pool of water on a ledge below me, and I see the
young child staring back at me. She is just barely
thirteen. I close my eyes and let the memory wash
over me.

*
I am a thirteen-year-old girl, still trying to

get rid of my baby fat and unsure of who I am. I am
standing in a large gym surrounded by dancers
learning a Swedish folk dance called a “polska.” In
the center of the circle, a tall couple is demonstrating
the dance. I am captivated by the way the two
dancers seem to fit so perfectly together. Like a glove
on a hand they seem to move as one, the lady’s skirt
swoops out and ripples each time they pivot around
together. I think, “perfectly beautiful.” These are the
only words I can think of to describe what I see, for
nothing could be more perfect, or more beautiful,
than the way the two of them are dancing. They seem
to be using an unspoken language.

I stay for the class, eager to learn how to recreate the
beauty I have just discovered. I am captivated by the

man’s gentle way of teaching and his wife’s
humorous comments. The couple end the class,
explaining that an important part of dancing is the
music. In Sweden they often dance to tunes played by
musicians on an instrument called a “nyckelharpa.”
That said, they bring out two long black boxes. They
open the cases and inside are the most interesting and
beautiful instruments I have ever seen in my life.
They pick up the instruments, swinging the straps
around their necks, and explain briefly how they
work. “There are four main strings, twelve
sympathetic strings, and thirty to forty wooden keys
in three rows. You play by placing the fingers of your
left hand on these keys and bowing the strings with
the bow in your right hand.” Then they begin to play.

It feels as though my heart has stopped
beating, and I dare not breathe for fear the spell might
be broken. It is completely silent in the room, but for
the music and the beating of the couple’s feet as they
tap out the rhythm, moving up and down as though
they are still dancing. I can’t bear the tune to end.
The lady—I later learn her name is Rita—holds out
her instrument to me, offering to let me try. The
moment I touch it I know I am in love. Holding it, I
let my fingertips run along the edge of those wooden
keys, feeling the smooth wood beneath my fingers.

*
Back in the present on my rocky ledge, I let

my eyelids flutter open. I smile down at my
instrument, holding on to my memories. I worked so
hard and saved such a long time to own it, and now is
mine. I feel like flinging my heart out for the entire
world to see and hear. I let my fingers run freely
along the wooden keys, knowing that the romance
between me and my nyckelharpa will never die.
Placing the bow against the strings once more, I close
my eyes and continue playing.
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Åhkerschottis
by Peter Hedlund

Peter Hedlund made his tune “Åhkerschottis” for nyckelharpa builder Sören Åhker, one evening when Sören
brought some newly-completed instruments over for Peter to play. Peter has recorded it on his solo CD “Vägen,” on
his new CD-with-friends “Another Way,” and on Vol. 2 of his instructional DVD. All of these titles are available on
our website. This transcription is from the DVD. As usual, regard the transcription as advisory rather than absolute;
in particular, whether the sixteenth-note figures are dotted or not is open to interpretation.
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SNEAK PREVIEW:
Current Nyckelharpa World Master Coming to Colorado!

Anna-Kristina Widell, the reigning World Master, will be in Colorado to play for our spring dance workshop on
Slängpolska från Småland (March 19-21. 2004). She will arrive a week early (March 12-14) to teach workshop
tunes –  primarily from Småland and Västergötland – and it might be possible to add some sections on Uppland

tunes as well. If enough interest is shown, the ANA might arrange a Stämma around her visit.

Anna-Kristina plays in a very neat, economical style. She is a member of the group Bordun Verkstad (‘Drone
Workshop’), which brought down the house at ESI last month.

Contact Sheila Morris (spmorris@ecentral.com) if you are interested in attending a workshop with Anna-Kristina.
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The American Nyckelharpa Association
The ANA is a non-profit organization dedicated to
fostering the nyckelharpa, its music and its dance in
North America. We sponsor and produce music and
dance workshops across the country featuring the
traditions of the nyckelharpa.

Membership dues in the ANA are $10/year for
members in the USA, $15 for all members in foreign
countries including Canada. Membership includes a
subscription to this newsletter. Send to the address
below, and please indicate if you play the
nyckelharpa and if we can publish your name in our
roster.

Write to:
ANA, PO Box 661, Lahaska, PA 18931

ANA Web Page
Source of information about the nyckelharpa,

nyckelharpa players, a history of the instrument,
nyckelharpa events and more! The URL is:
http://www.nyckelharpa.org
Nyckel Notes
Published quarterly, edited by Bill Layher. Send
submissions to Nyckel Notes at the address below, or
to: nyckelnotes@nyckelharpa.org
Bill Layher
4255 Flad Ave., St. Louis MO 63110

Volunteer for the ANA!
The ANA is in need of a volunteer to be the layout
editor of Nyckel Notes.
 Nyckel Notes is produced four times a year with help
from members who contribute stories, photos, and
help to proofread the text. Bill Layher is willing to
continue as managing editor, but he would like to
pare down some unexpected responsibilities that fell
into his lap and pass on the layout and graphic design
to another person, so if you’re interested in helping
out in that fashion – please get in touch with the
editor!!

American Nyckelharpa Association
P.O. Box 661
Lahaska, PA
18931


